
Which Vulnerabilities Should Be Fixed First?  
Analysis reveals that it typically takes organizations 12 
months to remediate just half of the vulnerabilities in their 
internet-facing infrastructure. 

But which vulnerabilities should you focus on first? Are 
there some vulnerabilities that are more critical than others 
— and how can you tell the difference? With a prioritized 
list and necessary steps required to fix the vulnerabilities 
outlined — this Aerospace Industry Manufacturer could fix 
the issues and were eligible for a complimentary re-scan 
to ensure that all compliance would meet the needs of the 
organization across the board. 
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A Strategic Approach to Ensuring 
Compliance and Security
Accountability and compliance go hand-in-hand. With 
only 10% of vulnerabilities being remediated each month, 
fixing exploited flaws faster is key to success.
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Are You Effectively Prioritizing What Matters Most? 
This Aerospace Manufacturer contracted us based on 
their previous experience with Vigilant MDR service 
offerings, and due to the Risk Prioritization process 
we use to re-prioritize vulnerabilities based on the 
probability that they will be leveraged to negatively 
impact security. It combines over 150 sources, including 
vendor-based vulnerability data and third-party 
vulnerability and threat data. Since each scan can reveal 
a pressing and urgent vulnerability, the key data that the 
Aerospace client needed to ensure the issues being fixed 
were the ones that mattered most were provided.

OUTCOME
The Aerospace Manufacturing client reduced their attack surface and made progress in their compliance initiatives by:

• Gaining a full and complete list of vulnerabilities – to ensure there were no surprises

• Receiving a customized strategy crafted specifically for the client – not an “off-the-shelf strategy” merely based on reports from 
the Aerospace industry

• Addressing the  right vulnerabilities were addressed, which led to focused efforts and immediate surface hardening

• Acquiring the confidence that they can meet their organization’s compliance and security needs
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WHY MVDR WORKS
Expert ongoing guidance provides a highly-focused remediation plan that includes tactical working sessions that go beyond traditional 
patch management based purely on ‘critical’ or highest-score-first approach. 

*Note: for security reasons, Vigilant never reveals the identity of our clients.

To decrease your company’s vulnerabilities on your journey to compliance, reach out to a Vigilant representative today.


